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Key Findings

• Modern technologies drive explosive growth of identities

• Identities are increasingly important to corporate security

• Identity security efforts lack alignment  

• Lack of security ownership for identities has consequences
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Research Goal The goal of this survey was to capture hard data on the 
opinions and experiences of IT security professionals with 
identities.

Goals and Methodology 

Methodology An online survey was sent to independent databases of IT 
security professionals. A wide range of questions were 
asked on current approach to identities, challenges, and 
security ownership.

Participants A total of 511 qualified individuals from the United States 
completed the survey. All participants had business or 
technology decision making responsibility for the security of 
their IT systems and data at a company with over 1,000 
employees.
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Participants Represented

More than 
10,000 

employees
35%

5,000 - 10,000 
employees

16%

1,000 - 5,000 
employees

49%

Company Size

Executive 
23%

Team 
manager 

48%

Individual 
contributor 

29%

Job Level

8%

2%

2%

3%

3%

5%

7%

8%

9%

9%

9%

10%

12%

13%

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14%

Other

Food and Beverage

Media

Transportation

Energy and Utilities

Retail

Services

Telecommunications

Technology - Other

Manufacturing

Government

Healthcare

Technology - Software

Financial Services and Insurance

Industry
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More than half (52%) report their identities have 
grown more than 5-fold in past 10 years

How have the number 
of identities changed 
at your organization in 
the past ten years? 

21% 31% 29% 9% 6% 4%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

More than 10 times as many

About  5-10 times more

About 2-5 times more

About twice as many

More, but less than twice as many

No increase

52%
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Identity growth particularly aggressive at largest 
companies

To the best of your 
knowledge, how have the 
number of identities 
changed at your 
organization in the past 
TEN YEARS? 

(By company size)

16% 17%

29%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

1,000 - 5,000
employees

5,000 - 10,000
employees

More than
10,000

employeess

More than 10 times as
many
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Increase in identities driven by a mix of more connected 
employees and modern technologies

What is driving the increase 
in identities?

n = identities are increasing

“Other”:  mergers/acquisitions; policy changes; segregating services; 
integrated applications that need logins to each other; 

3%

25%

26%

28%

36%

57%

59%

60%

66%

76%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Other

Containers

Managed Services Partners

DevOps

Automation

More employees overall

Cloud applications

Enterprise connected devices

More employees that use technology

Mobile devices
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Identities are more important to security teams than in the 
past (94%), and will continue to increase in the future (92%)

In the PAST five years, how has the focus on 
workforce identity and access management 
changed within your company’s security team?

In the NEXT five years, how do you anticipate that 
the focus on workforce identity and access 
management will change within your company’s 
security team?

52%

54%

40%

40%

4%

3%

4%

3%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Next 5 years

Past 5 years Much more important

Slightly more important

There has been/will be no
change

Less important
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Strong agreement that IAM is important to today’s security

Please indicate your level 
of agreement with each of 
the following statements.

92%

87%

8%

13%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Our security leadership cares more about
workforce identity and access

management (IAM) today than ever
before

Inadequate identity and access
management tools and practices puts

our entire security program at risk

Agree

Disagee
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Complete agreement that lack of strong IAM practices 
introduces security risks

What security risks are introduced 
when a company does not focus on 
strong workforce identity and 
access management practices?

“Other”: loss of business; difficult to investigate incidents; inability to trace violations to an individual

0%

2%

43%

61%

72%

80%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

There are no security risks

Other

Inability to enable new business initiatives
(i.e. cloud)

Inability to demonstrate compliance

Inability to quickly detect a data breach

Greater risk of severe breach
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Security teams are concerned about a wide range of potential 
identity-related incidents

What type of identity-
related risks are a concern 
for your security team? 

“Other”: shared accounts; privilege creep; terminated users 

0%

1%

44%

52%

59%

64%

70%

83%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Security is not concerned

Other

“Post-it note” password management 

Insider threat

Weak or guessable passwords

Compromised privileged identity

Social engineering

Phishing
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Security has worrisome lack of IAM expertise

How would you characterize your 
information security team’s awareness 
and understanding of your 
organization’s identity strategy?

Excellent 
24%

OK but could be 
better 
66%

Limited 
9%

Non-existent 
1%
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Multiple organizational issues prevent security from fully 
engaging with identities

In your opinion, 
why is your 
information 
security team not 
more involved in 
workforce identity 
and access 
management?

n = security does not have complete ownership of identities

6%

19%

19%

21%

24%

30%

30%

33%

33%

Other

Identity projects have failed in the past so security isn’t excited about 
getting involved 

Security doesn’t understand the responsibilities and terminology of IAM 

Security leadership is reluctant to take on something as challenging as
identity

The IAM team resists additional involvement from the security team

Historically,  security has not been involved and that is slow to change

Reporting structure hinders collaboration

The current IAM team understands and delivers needed security

Goals and motivations of the security and IAM teams are not aligned


